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It’s almost hard to believe that this year, I will be graduating from college. I came 
to this school with an undefined sense of self, taking for granted, as we often do, 
the social and legal norms that oppress us. Unfortunately, I believed them so 
much that I didn’t believe in myself. Those memories are etched in my dreams but 
those days are gone. I am fortunate and even more blessed to be the strong and 
critical thinker I am today. If there’s anything that I’ve learned over the past three 
years, it’s to not be afraid to stand up for what you believe in. I will take this with 
me everywhere. It’ll follow me as a law student and as a lawyer. As I step down as 
Editor-in-Chief, I trust that new leadership will emerge and that this project will 
continue to support queer people of color.

The Colors Project continues to attract a number of talented writers and artists 
in the Philadelphia community. We are all very blessed for the opportunity to 
read and learn from all of your experiences and wisdom. I would like to thank 
everyone who submitted this past cycle: your art is historic and necessary. I am 
also extremely grateful for our generous sponsors who have made this project 
possible; it is with your support that we continue to mature into the people and 
artists we desire.
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Bianca/Bi-sibility
by Andrés Castro Samayoa

maybe we should wait but no it’s okay
as you slip the straps off her shoulders
and press her tapered body into yours.
You are clumsy and your fingers tell you this
when they can’t seem to find the latch on her back
but it’s okay, just stumble backwards onto your bed
because here she comes now, slithering up your body
 
and every kiss, every bite swells something inside of you,
tightening in the groin of your jeans
which she takes off now because you were too busy
reaching for the apples. You are physicists,
calculating the spring constant of the mattress
while your hips oscillate to the sinusoidal rhythm of some newly discovered fury
and it hurts, but don’t stop
 
so your sweaty palms slide down the curves of her waist
in the beautiful dance of action and reaction,
the friction making her mew until finally,
finally she bursts into a cataclysm of galaxies upon galaxies of light
so bright that even Aristarchus would have had to squint
and you can barely hold on to the edge of the coloured infinitude of infinitesimals,
blinded by oh my god and the excitement of a young Newton discovering the calculus.

Mirabilis
by Eric Xu

Fire Within
by Toisha Tucker

My eyes watched the road. My mind wandered. 
Our hands rested on the center console—her hand 
below mine. Her fingers traced light patterns over 
the skin of my wrist, gently playing in the flames 
surrounding the phoenix I had tattooed there. The 
little bird undulated beneath the surface of my skin; 
it loved her touch just as much as I did. She had a 
matching tattoo on her hipbone. My hand would 
linger just above it when we stood together in public 
places. I could feel the heat from her tattoo through 
the material of her dresses and skirts. It was how I 
reminded her that she was mine.

We were headed to California from Maine. 

There was an unexpected stop in Oklahoma when 
the alternator belt snapped, stranding us on the side 
of the road and delaying us for two days. We were 
probably a sight to see that day: me in my rockabilly 
jeans and white tee shirt playing the harmonica 
and swaying my hips like a smitten fool in front of 
a pregnant woman in a paisley dress perched on a 
purple suitcase and sucking a piece of black licorice 
as it hung haphazardly between two blood red lips. 
A real sight.

I drove for another hour before stopping for 
gas and food, pulling off the road a little too early, 
the sound of gravel crunching beneath the tires 
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Fire Within (cont.)
by Toisha Tucker

Anyone who was around in the US in the 1980s or 
the 1990s is aware of the noteworthy black sitcom, 
The Cosby Show, which was on air from September 
1984 until April 1992. The show centered around 
the Huxtable family, an upstanding upper-middle 
class black family living in Brooklyn, and their 
interactions with a diverse array of people. The 
Huxtables welcomed people of different races, 
regions, ethnicities, nations, religions, occupations, 
and socioeconomic statuses into their home. It 
seemed everyone was welcome… everyone except 
queer people!

Queer people were decidedly, and I believe 
purposely, excluded from The Cosby Show and 
the Huxtable home. Given the time period and 
location of the show, it is surprising that the topic 
of queerness never came up. While the show was 
running, Audre Lorde was named New York 
State Poet and an AIDS epidemic swept through 
queer and black populations in New York City. 
The concerted effort to exclude queerness is even 
more glaring when one considers the innumerable 
characters on the show and Cosby’s willingness to 
showcase non-traditional family structures and to 
deal with controversial issues such as drugs, teen 
sex, and birth control.

The silence around the topic of queerness is 
almost ironic considering the Huxtable family 
seems to talk about everything. Wealth, poverty, 
race, sex, politics, education, romance, drugs, 
parenthood, and marriage—almost nothing was 
taboo. In many ways the Cosby silence mirrors the 
pervasive silence in the black community today, 
one of the many causes for rising rates of HIV/
AIDS among black queer men and suicide and 

homelessness among black queer youth.
Cosby’s spin-off television series A Different 

World, which ran from 1987 to 1993, only per-
petuated the silence. A Different World chronicled 
the lives of students and faculty at a fictional his-
torically black college, in which the characters 
were designed to model the college experience and 
encourage black youth to go to college. One would 
think a show set on a college campus, a place for 
growth and self-discovery, would be the perfect 
space to open discussions of sexuality. Although 
the show dealt with sexuality and relationships, 
featuring episodes on marriage, sex, unwanted 
pregnancy, rape, and abusive relationships, these 
relationships were exclusively heterosexual. In  the 
six years that the show was on air, there was only 
one tacit allusion to homosexuality.

In Season 6 Episode 14, “To Whit, With 
Love” (aired January 7, 1993), Dorian’s (Bumper 
Robinson) and Lena’s (Jada Pinkett) relationship 
is under stress because Dorian is saving himself 
for marriage. A conversation between Dorian 
and Terrell (Patrick Y. Malone) in this episode is 
the only allusion to homosexuality between both 
shows. In response to Terrell’s assertions that 
Dorian is (or should be) two-timing Lena, Dorian 
says, “Terrell man, I’m not hittin’ anything, man, 
I’m not down with that.” Terrell responds, “What 
you down with?” He says this with a countenance 
of disgust and concern as the laugh track plays in 
the background.

This single reference to homosexuality 
mocks and dismisses homosexuality and promotes 
homophobia in the black community. Terrell, 
who represents the cool urban closet-genius 

Black Voices and Queer Silence

marking my miscalculation. I pulled up alongside 
a pump and listened as my wife got out and moved 
into the backseat. I hated the places with the Pay 
Before You Pump signs. This was one of those places. 
I went in and handed the gas station attendant two 
bills and told him which pump. That wasn’t really 
necessary, as ours was the only car out there.

Virginia’s feet were propped on the ledge of 
the window. She had moved some of the baggage 
to the floor of the car and was stretched out across 
the backseat dozing. I traced my fingers up the arch 
of her foot, admiring the cherry red nail polish on 
her big toenail, before I tugged gently to get her 
to open her eyes. I nodded at the little shack with 
the corrugated tin roof and neon signs advertising 
cold beer and hand printed posters promising 
the best grilled maize and fresh hot cinnamon rolls 
in the entire state of New Mexico. She shifted, 
pushed herself up awkwardly and spied the shack, 
collapsing back down after nodding her assent.

I held the door for her as she stepped through. 
It was surprisingly airy inside given the heat of the 
day. We were led to a booth and sat down sliding 
into the same side which earned a puzzled look 
from our server. I surveyed the interior. It was not 
what I expected from the outside. My eyes roamed 
the floral patterned booths, checkered tablecloths 
and cactus centerpieces. It was quaint. I smiled at 
Virginia and she smiled back before reaching for 
my hand and placing it over her belly. The heat 
from her stomach was scorching. I leaned into her. 
My lips grazed the outer shell of her ear. I could 
not contain the words and they spilled out, the only 
thing I want, the only thing I want in this world, is 
to see that boy or that girl out here, in this world, 
with us.

It was almost time.

We ordered our meals and waited. There 
was a framed clipping on the wall above our table 
reviewing the cinnamon rolls. It was from so long 
ago that the newsprint had faded and the smiling 
faces now grinned at us from paper aged a golden 
tan. The review was favorable so I insisted we get 
some to go.

She fed me the cinnamon rolls in bed that 
night, straddled across my lap with her stomach 
pressed against me and burning my chest. Her 
fingers pulled off pieces of the crusty outer rings 
and she fed them to me like a mother bird feeds 
her young. The center was a spongy sweetness in 
my mouth. It’s almost time, she whispered against 
my lips, and peppered my face with sugary kisses as 
sticky fingers traced along my jaw.

We left the hotel in the middle of the night. It 
was hours before sunrise when we arrived in Death 
Valley. My hand rested on Virginia’s stomach, 
calming the erratic movements from within. The 
movements started with the first low hums of 
sound emitting from the earth as we passed into 
the Mojave Desert. I drove off the road and traveled 
deep into the desert guided by the vibrations 
coursing through our connected bodies. My hand 
began to blister from the heat of her skin. I knew 
then that we had arrived. I stopped the car and 
rushed around to the passenger side to help her out 
into the cool night air.

We walked until we could no longer see the 
car. She squeezed my hand and we stopped. I knelt 
down and drew a circle around us in the dry earth. 
I stood and we faced each other, her hand once 
again grasped in mine, her skin rubbing against 
my wrist. The circle around us began to flicker with 
flames and she lifted her dress to reveal her glowing 
stomach just as it flared to a brilliant topaz orange.

It was time.

The Absence of Queer People in Bill Cosby’s The Cosby Show and A Different World
by Elise Mitchell
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My name is Raphael Philip Gudia and I am in love 
with a local. Who is he? I do not know.

Or I do know him, but only parts of him. I 
know that everyday at 7.25am, just as the rising sun 
is breaking from behind blistered clouds, he will be 
at the soya bean stall at Tampines bus interchange 
buying his breakfast. A cup of soya bean milk, 
warm, in one hand and a you tiao, extra crispy, in the 
other, to dip into his soya bean milk. He will then, 
at 7.45am, walk to and wait in the LOCALS line for 
the 8am number 65 bus. He is usually third in line, 
some mornings fourth, just behind the early-rising 
auntie laden with fresh market groceries and the 
unhappy banker leaning on the railing, clutching 
his suitcase, still blurry-eyed from the lack of sleep. 
Today, he is wearing a powder blue shirt pressed 
against his fair athletic frame with a pink and 
purple striped tie, clutching his usual AIG folder. 
It must be Wednesday today. He always wears his 
blue shirt on Wednesdays.

I sneak glances at him, hidden by the bustling 
sounds of hawkers calling out to the breakfast 
crowd and busy businessmen already yelling out 
orders on their handphones. Gazing from the 
back of the adjacent FOREIGNERS line, a metal 
barrier dividing us by our nationalities, I wonder 
if it is even possible for dayuhans and locals to be 
together.

It has been almost two years now since I left 
Cebu. The delicate salty smell of the sea no longer 
lingers on my fingertips, replaced instead with the 
rough scent of ground coffee that clings to my body 

even in my sleep. I adjust my Starbucks cap, running 
my hand through my damp hair, my black uniform 
with its cheery green logo thankfully hiding oily 
sweat stains as humid sunlight continues to beat 
down on the line and across my scruffy sunburnt 
face.

Life here is orderly and efficient. Like the bus 
lines that clearly mark where you are supposed to 
stand for which bus that goes where, the chaos of 
the urban jungle is organized into minute schedules 
that distinctively define who you are by which line 
you are in.

My gaze returns to him, although his stare 
is far away. My hand grips the warm steel railing 
as my body cries out from within. My body turns 
from the line to face him, leaning forward, my grip 
on the railing tightens as I raise myself to cross the 
barrier.

“Bus 65 to Harborfront, please allow locals to 
board first.”

My leg freezes in mid-action as the local line 
moves in quickly, the bus doors quickly swallowing 
the long line of Singaporeans boarding the vehicle. 
As with most mornings, the bus is full before the 
first few foreigners have stepped in, some of them 
having missed a first ride already. I stand where I 
should be but just before his powder blue frame 
disappears into the boarding crowd, our eyes catch 
each other from across the lines and he gives me a 
brief nod.

My name is Raphael Philip Gudia and I wait 
for the next morning to arrive.

Dayuhans
by Nicholas Deroose

Black Voices and Queer Silence (cont.)
by Elise Mitchell

college student, is disgusted by homosexuality 
and the laugh track in the background reaffirms 
his homophobia. This interaction between Terrell 
and Dorian reinforces homophobia amongst black 
youth, particularly black male youth, because 
these characters served as positive models of black 
masculinity for men coming of age in the 1980s 
and 1990s.

The Cosby Show and A Different World were 
beacons of hope for people of color, particularly 
black people. These shows demonstrated that 
black people could achieve success in any field and 
asserted that black people could have access to an 
upper-middle class lifestyle through education and 
hard work. The thematic rejection of queerness was 
supported by the fact that the characters featured 
on these shows were archetypal well-to-do black 
people. Their values and opinions influenced the 
values and opinions of a generation of people 
who sought to achieve the same success as these 
characters. The heteronormative standards and 
relationships exhibited by every character on these 
shows perpetuated homophobia and at times even 
bordered on anti-feminist themes.

Not surprisingly, the legacies of The Cosby Show  
and A Different World are generally positive: in 
recent years they have even been labeled ‘magical.’ 
An article by Erin Evans, published in The Root 
last spring, laments the end of black sitcoms and 
reflects on their positive legacy. These shows gave 
the illusion of inclusivity, acceptance, and love, 

yet they marginalized queer people. Through this 
silence, Bill Cosby’s shows further asserted that 
queer people are inherently outsiders who are not 
even worthy of discourse.

The Cosby Show, given its wide audience, was 
an opportunity to open the minds of a generation. 
This show could have been a platform for dramatic 
change in the reception of LGBTQ persons in 
communities of color. It is especially disappointing 
that the show never opened discourse on queer 
issues, despite airing during the HIV/AIDS 
outbreak and therefore having the potential to 
save lives. The show could have introduced “Black 
America” to queer people as people, rather than 
outsiders. It was an opportunity to break the silence 
around queer identities in the black community 
and communities of color in general. Instead, the 
show perpetuated this silence, to the detriment of 
queer persons and society as a whole.

Evans, Erin E. “Why We Still Love The Cosby Show.”  
The Root. http://www.theroot.com/views/cosby-
show-forever/

Hutchinson, Sikivu. “Code Red Homophobia: Homeless-
ness, HIV, and Black Religiosity.” The Feminist 
Wire. http://thefeministwire.com/2013/01/code-
red-homophobia-homelessness-hiv-and-black-
religiosity/

Ward, Elijah G. “Homophobia, Hypermasculinity, 
and the US Black Church.” Culture, Health, and 
Sexuality 7 (September/October, 2005): 493-504.
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Our City of Colours, a community-based non-profit in Vancouver, Canada, aims to increase the visibility 
of and address the issues facing LGBTQ people in a variety of linguistic and cultural communities in  
Metro Vancouver.
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hen your grandfather asks if you have 
a girlfriend, just say no and pretend it’s 
because you can’t get girls to like you: I 

have done it for five years now and it has worked 
brilliantly. When your cousins wear black wife-
beaters and talk about patos, laugh along with 
them and make sure to smile when they upgrade 
to maricones. When your grandfather refers to 
gay men by shaking his hand in the same way he 
signs “so-so,” remember what he means and ignore 
whatever comes out of his mouth next.

Forget what you learned at Pride or walking 
in the Castro district: it’s a whole different story for 
hispanos. Our people are forever in an arms race 
of masculinity. Maybe if you were thicker, with 
tree-trunk arms; maybe if you made more money, 
beyond that of your failure father; maybe if you 
were a doctor; maybe if you were tough enough; 
maybe if you had a girlfriend who could give you 
children; maybe if you were virile enough to even 
have children; maybe if you put down the damn 
guitar and became an engineer like your successful 
father; perhaps then you would understand being 
a man.

En esta cultura, you have to drink a good 
amount of liquor and a cigar will always help you 
look better. You should be thinking about both 
how to support a girl and how to take her home 
with you, even if it’s just your first date. Un hombre, 
un macho, has to be prepared. He has to speak his 
native tongue and stick to his roots, but he must 
progress the family out of this hell-hole broken 
country. Take us to America. Pa’a America tenemos 
que ir, para la preservación de la raza.

Your grandmother will tolerate one gay son, 
but having a gay grandchild, too, crosses the line. 
Eso sería una maldición de un pinche dios. When she 
calls your uncle’s lover his “friend,” smile and nod. 

Your grandfather worked hard to bring his children 
to the U.S.; the man came from communism, 
hardship, and poverty. There is no reason to 
disgrace him by telling him about yourself. There is 
no reason to burden them, who have been through 
so much, with that knowledge.

You don’t have to be manly. The family will 
always guess about you. Is he or isn’t he? But your 
grandfather will always swear: “¡Ningún hijo mío 
es maricón! No hablen de él como si fuera una 
princesita.” He would exile the cousins who even 
dared speak your name. This is him defending you.

Where does a little gay boy like you fit in this 
Hispanic world? You, with your love of bad pop 
music, your endless reading of terrible poetry, 
your love of boys with slim bodies and good 
personalities, your lust for dumb men with muscles, 
don’t fit in anywhere. You’re not exactly part of this 
Hispanic world: and if you are part of it, you are the 
part it would like to forget. But it is old, it comes 
from a different culture; maybe it will understand 
eventually.

Ser hispano nos da una desventaja calculada. 
Si no te colocas en los altos niveles de machismo, 
ese mundo te puede tragar. Quemado por sus 
provocaciones, encadenado por tu propio naturaleza, 
eres el prisionero y el esclavo de tu genero.

These thoughts are how, up until very recently, I 
did not identify as Hispanic. It was a culture that 
did not understand me, so I chose not to be part 
of it. It took me time to realize I was not just the 
product of American culture. I am Hispanic: it is in 
my blood and it is in my language and in the family 
I love. It is still always difficult to feel masculine 
in this culture of machismo. I am not like many 
of my family members: I am not muscular, my 
voice is not deep, my Spanish is not perfect, I am 
not going to be a doctor or an accountant or an 
engineer, and my record with women is obviously 
subpar. To understand that these things will never 
make a man is what has kept me feeling that I 
belong in this Hispanic culture. But I have grown:  
Ser hispano sí nos da una desventaja calculada, pero 
los sentimientos contra el machismo y la habilidad de 
exiliarnos de el nos ayuda en formar una conexión 
pura a nuestra raza.

Machismo es una palabra de hispanos
by Gabriel Ojeda-Sagué

Blackness, darkness, loneliness
A blinded warrior walks through
The nighttime forest, vulnerable,
Like a doe who has lost her hearing,
Searching for his mate,
Reaching for shadow and light alike

Yellowness, stained and uncleanable,
He has become the marker, to his family,
Mixed with a darkness untreatable;
The warrior, irreplaceable, replaced
By memories of young conquest and kissing hands;
Shrouding the visions of his watchings of men

Redness, tired-eyed and filled with fire,
Thrusting sword and forgetting shield,
Invincible and defenseless, alone and with weapon,
Tear drops fall into the blood of his wounds
As he screams like a roaring Grizzly,
Firmly grasping his always willing prey

Brownness, enveloping mixture, impenetrable grey,
Resting on volcanic soil, soon to erupt,
A fusion of human bodies in the wild,
The warrior and his man, away from man,
Become lost in each other’s arms and memories
Of what they once were, orange and blue

Whiteness, blinding and new,
The warrior falls, weak against the magnified rays
Of the morning sun that illuminate his choicest fruit
Through which he fell from and found grace
Descending into the safety of darkness
As he has no use for this light

War Paint
by Hector Kilgoe

Celebrating you. 
All night.

Vulnerable.
Hurt, already.

Open, already.
Kill it baby.

Give it to me.
Breathe me in.

Tell me you want me now
and tomorrow

and for the foreseeable future
even if you don’t know

the immense possibilities
of your soul and mine

intertwined
intellectually and physically

Get ready to release
1, 2, 3 

and you’re high
I’m never letting you come down.

This is a new form of worship
Ashtoreth would be proud. 

We make our own temples in your room.
Prostrate to the goddess of sensuality.

Can you feel me, over and over
It’s become more regular than breathing

People look over their shoulders when we 
walk by

Laughter infectious
You let loose

Hair and spirit come tumbling down
I love that face you make

Pure amazement

Let’s dance.

Easter
by Jaime Marie Estrada

W
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Untitled
by Kenya Calloway

Six days after leaving
by Alina Chin

Compare living us
through a slow drip, a phone screen feed
with leaping, falling upon the queen bed filling the room to feast
nothing in half-measures. 
The difference, sometimes forgetting to eat now,
sometimes remembering breakfast potatoes we crisped in bacon fat.

This femme…
Is out of the ordinary,
Nothing short of extraordinary
And can play her role
Better than these other hoes
Parading themselves around as “bad bitches.”
This femme…
Is educated in the subject of diversity,
Stands in her convictions in the face of adversity.
Studs say ain’t nothing typical about me.
I’m thorough in my honesty,
Sincere in my intentions
Not to mention my impeccable talent to satisfy
Your intellectual appetite with delicious 

conversation.
Just the smell of my perfume
Will have you reminiscent on the first time you 

laid eyes on me,
Have you daydreaming way back when.
Yes! I’m that femme!
A black femme,
Never promiscuous
But I hear they say in the sheets I’m vicious.
This femme knows how to treat you,
Make you feel like the only girl in the world
That I ever wrote poetry for.
I’m sure I can more than make you feel 

appreciated,
Stimulated by my fabulous sense of humor,
Because there’s nothing sexier than a woman
who can make you laugh
with the ability to listen and never nag,
Who doesn’t judge you on your past
And who knows how to trust you enough
is secure enough to allow you with time with 

friends or to be alone,
A girl who won’t go through your phone.

Who won’t come across overzealous;
Because I don’t get jealous!
I’m that femme,
The one who got them studs in the south and 

femmes in the Midwest
Trippin’ over my Jersey accent.
You can try to duplicate the original
But they all fail comparison.
I’m a different type of girl you see,
Not a carbon cut-out of some Nicki Minaj-Barbie.
I’m that femme…
That lady you can bring home to mother
And I bet she’ll never recommend another
To love you better than I do.
Because I know how to give a good woman what 

she deserves.
Once again…
I’m that femme,
Many will love me; few won’t like me
Probably because of my sense of sarcasm and 

brutal honesty.
I’m that femme…
Such a fucking lady,
Nothing short of lovely
Who can play her role better than half these hoes
I make the perfect wife but I can also make an 

excellent fuck buddy!
Because I know how to hold them down,
Be around when the chips aren’t up
I ride for you; I ride with you whether in a car or 

on the bus…
Trust…
You ain’t ever known love until you’ve had my 

love.
I’ll be the only one you’re thinking of
And when I’m gone you’ll think to way back when
And realize there’s only one kind of that femme.

That Femme
by Kenya Calloway
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Life is…
Getting nervous and rushing through the bathroom because of society’s construction of what 

gender should look like.
Look like anything in between; get stares and comments that I’m in the wrong place.
But is there really a right or wrong place?
I’d rather just wait until I get home to relieve myself.
The uncomfortable, questioning stares, trying to figure out my gender, are not worth it.

Life is…
Having my mother tell me that the devil is inside of me, and that I must make my way back to Jah.
Being convinced into thinking that there is something wrong with me,
My Caribbean roots are ashamed of me.
Being forced to keep this poem anonymous,
Picking up the pen name “The Truth” because the truth is my pain.
The pain in my heart, in mind, in my fingers, which I force to write these words.

Life is…
Striking out with 99% of girls I pursue.
Failing to see that physical infatuation doesn’t add substance behind every pretty smile.
Believing that maybe my life, was a “decision” and maybe I chose the wrong path.
Left with an empty bed and a frowning smile, longing to love and be loved.
Looking for comfort in all the wrong places.

Life is…
Opening up and being the person I was born to be with that 1% that let me hit the ball.
Happy with myself, loving myself, while loving someone else.
But sometimes life is too good to be true, the rug gets pulled out from underneath me, the first 

love becomes the hardest to get over.
My life becomes a mix-match of clichés.
The depression sinks in, as my mind obsesses over what I did wrong to my koala bear.
The overwhelming, overpopulated gay male community makes me believe that I lost my first and 

only true love, so why bother looking for a needle in a haystack?

Life is…
Dealing with homophobia in my safety zones.
People tend to think that just because I’m gay means that every person of the same sex I want.
A team that claims they are all accepting makes me beg to differ.
Showering after practice, girls cover their bodies when I walk by.
Afraid that I’ll get sexually aroused and maybe make a pass at them.
I used to get offended, but now I just laugh, thinking to myself that,
My standards of females are above these simple, naïve girls who haven’t lived yet.

Life is…

Life is loneliness. Life is rejection. Life is loveless.

What a life, I have “chosen.”

Living With My Life Decisions
By “The Truth”

It’s a season of love
For you and me
Let’s make a wish
And it’ll come true
It’s not a coincidence
I’m drawn to you
You are the sweetest daffodil
The most precious winter snow
Your voice cools the flame in me
You are the only one 
So let’s make a wish
And not think about it
Because we are meant to be
and what we need
as it always has
will find its way to us

Love
by Antuan Johnson
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You can coincide butterflies
With that warming sensation in your abdomen,
Link it to the feeling of the first time you ever saw the 

woman
That takes your breath away
And tie it to the number one emotion everyone 

thinks of…
Don’t call that shit love.
Call it a reaction to certain stimulants in your brain
That drive you insane every time you hear her name.
Cross your heart and hope it doesn’t break,
Baby, it’s the risk you take.
But don’t call that shit love.
Call it intrigue to an opening door
For friendship;
A pending human connection
Full of emotional complexities and sexual urges
That yearn to be burned in the heat of passion.
Be a little old-fashioned
And perhaps when you get a little bit ahead of your-

self,
Check yourself and reclaim infatuation
Instead of mistaking it for love.
I promise you…
Those early symptoms of the sensual sickness
Are nothing compared to the real thing.
Real love takes time,
Real love takes history,
Real love takes longevity,
Consideration, learning the ins and outs of your 

spouse,
Bumps in the road with words to console the heart
And soothe the wounds that bruise the foundation
Of a relationship,
But it seems most lesbians don’t have the patience for 

that shit.

Don’t Call it Love
by Kenya Calloway

Unconscious
by Alina Chin

Don’t call it love,
Because that’s a big word you’re throwing around
To be earned
By compromise, loyalty, understanding and respect.
I know impulsions run high
In the middle of the night,
But will she still be there in the morning light?
It’s just designed that way.
You might just want to save yourself the heartache
And get out while your heart’s safe,
Or at least communicate to make sure you’re on  

the same page.
And this goes out to every femme and every stud,
Don’t lose your head so quickly
And don’t call it love.
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